MISSION
TRUE TO YOUR

VECTRUS ANALYTICS AND INTELLIGENCE
PLATFORM (VAIL-P™)
The VAIL-P™ supports early adoption of emerging, game-changing
analytics and Artificial Intelligence (AI) capabilities. It provides
a modular, scalable, adaptable analytics and AI platform — an
operationally demonstrated technology foundation for integrating
AI solutions into complex data ecosystems, to include 5G.
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OPERATIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND ENTERPRISE BUSINESS

Vectrus’ Operational Technology and Enterprise
Business provides the Vectrus Analytics and
IntelLigence Platform (VAIL-P™).
The VAIL-P™ supports current and future US Government
requirements for trustworthy AI solutions. Artificial
Intelligence (AI), analytics, and Machine Learning (ML) are
must-have capabilities for modern defense operations.
Governing policies and concepts for their employment are,
however, still emerging. Executive Order 139601 on Promoting
the Use of Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the Federal
Government is a key example of a policy for which standards
and compliance – like the technologies themselves – are
evolving rapidly.

•
•
•
•

The Challenge
The challenge is determining how AI providers deliver
solutions leading to measurable operational effects, while
also complying with challenging principles of the US
Government to ensure all AI solutions are lawful; purposeful
and performance-driven; accurate, reliable, and effective;
safe, secure, and resilient; understandable; responsible and
traceable; regularly monitored; transparent; and accountable.
The Solution
Vectrus’ organic analytics organization – Vectrus Analytics
and IntelLigence (VAIL™) – provides an analytics platform
(VAIL-P™). Based on Modular Open Systems Approach
(MOSA) concepts2 and employing Internet of Things (IoT)
technologies3, VAIL-P™ provides AI solution providers with an
integration-ready context for their products. Vectrus applies
its core data-integration competency to provide a unified,
consistent Application Programming Interface (API) for all
data sources in complex, diverse operational-data ecosystems.
VAIL™ provides the following services and tailors our delivery
based on customer requirements:

•

A rationalized end-to-end reference architecture
decomposes end-to-end functionality into modular

•

components so that the optimum technology can be used
for each segment.
The VAIL-P™ IoT-based MOSA approach simplifies
integration of new system components, mitigating the risk
of single-vendor lock-in or technology fossilization.
The IoT platform flexibly and seamlessly integrates data
from a variety of sources, including sensor data streams,
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) APIs, and relational
databases.
VAIL™ assists integration using a systematic delivery
method emphasizing mission contribution based on key
decisions operational stakeholders make and questions
they encounter.
The VAIL-P™ technology supports up to terabyte-scale
data volumes, demonstrated by actual delivery to a US DoD
customer.
The VAIL-P™ demonstrates technology patterns that scale
down to expeditionary solutions deployed on ruggedized,
mobile devices.

The Benefits
VAIL’s services can be offered in whole or in part, depending
on customer requirements. VAIL-P™ is designed for flexibility
so that evolving operational and technological requirements
can be met with agility and adaptability.
Its highlights include:

•
•
•
•
•

Smarter operations. Stakeholders make decisions based on
all relevant operational measurements.
Modularity. Agile, adaptable integration of AI technologies
in rapidly changing operational and policy contexts.
Scalability. Supports operational-data ecosystems ranging
from tactical devices to terabyte-volume enterprise
contexts.
Simplicity. Diverse operational-data sources are integrated
into a single, consistent interface.
Expandability. Built to be integrated with 5G and Next G
complex architectures.
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EXPERT IN THE FIELD
Contact Shravy Valet at shravalya.valet@vectrus.com, 571.481.2085 or visit https://www.vectrus.com/what-we-do/smartenergy-management-security-and-resillience to learn more about how our VAIL-P™ can solve your most challenging
AI issues.
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